
 

ABSTRACT 

 

MUGUDA, NAVEENKUMAR VISHWANATH.  Planning with Tradable 

Reservations in Mobile Assistants operating in Resource Constrained Environments. 

(Under the direction of Peter Wurman) 

 

Mobile devices are hand held devices used to deliver time sensitive and locale specific 

information to the users. In multi-user environments with limited resources, agents 

running on mobile devices as assistants to their users improve the social welfare in the 

presence of tradable reservations. The purpose of this research is to show the benefits of 

planning in such an environment. By conducting various experiments we study the 

effects, when complex plans are generated to satisfy the user specified constraints and 

environment enforced constraints. We observe that with tradable reservations the social 

welfare increases with increase in planning horizon. We also observe that tradable 

reservations and clairvoyance help the users satisfy their preferences and constraints 

imposed by environment without loss in social welfare.   
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1 Introduction 

 
1.1 Motivation 
 
In our day-to-day life we take part in activities like amusement parks, museums and 

hospitals, which have limited capacity and contention from other users. The quality of 

our experience depends not just on our actions, but of actions of the others too. For 

example the amount of time a person would wait in the line to enter a ride in an 

amusement park would depend on how many people are already waiting in line at the 

time of the person’s arrival at the ride. The contention can lead to interminable wait time 

or denial of service. 

 

Solutions to the problem include making the service or resource reservable, (for e.g. one 

can book a hotel room before visiting the hotel), and making available the information 

about the wait time for accessing the resource or service, (for e.g. checking the latest 

traffic report to determine the wait time to reach a destination). Though both the solutions 

alleviate the problem, they do not provide the users too much flexibility. 

 

 For the users to coordinate a sequence of actions when the state of activities is changing 

continuously is not an easy task. They would benefit from the assistance of some decision 

making tool. Planning systems have been used in various domains when a number of 

actions must be executed in a coherent manner to achieve a goal and when the actions 

interact in complex ways. 
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The advent of mobile devices has made it possible to render prioritized, personalized, 

location based and time sensitive content to the users of mobile devices. In our research 

we propose to use agents running on mobile devices as assistants. These agents can help 

the users make better decisions by providing the updated information about the 

environment and by planning itineraries based upon the preferences of the users and the 

constraints specified by the users in the context of the environment.  

 

In this thesis we investigate the benefits of mobile assistants operating in  

resource constrained environments in terms of social welfare as we adjust the following 

characteristics: 

1. Information Quality, 

2. Tradable Reservations, 

3. Planning. 

 

We investigate, by simulation, how the three above-mentioned characteristics affect the 

social welfare. The simulation is the same as developed by Prado [13]. Also we observe 

in our experiments the behavior of the markets when agents try to satisfy various 

constraints specified by the users. For this purpose we use a program that simulates a 

group of agents trying to maximize their utility in an environment populated by 

attractions with limited capacity. 
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1.2 Organization 

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:  Chapter 2 discusses the context of our 

research. Chapter 3 discusses the model used for the simulations. Chapter 4 focuses on 

planning used for developing the itineraries of the users and our experiences with 

planners. Chapter 5 explains the auction mechanism. Chapter 6 describes the simulator 

used for our experiments. In Chapter 7 we explain the results of the simulations we ran. 

The related work is explained in Chapter 8, while the conclusions and future work is 

contained in the last Chapter. 
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2 Context 

In this chapter we elaborate on the problem discussed, the existing solutions to the 

problem, their pitfalls and the factors that could alleviate the problems. We discuss the 

benefits of mobile devices in the context of the problem. We then describe the benefits of 

tradable reservations and electronic marketplace for the trading them. We then introduce 

planning and discuss the benefits of planning.  

 

2.1 The Domain 

As social beings, we spend time performing activities in multi-user environments that 

have limited capacity to serve users, like restaurants, malls and grocery stores. The 

quality of our experience depends not just on our actions, but is influenced by the 

contention for the limited resources from other users. For example you would find 

restaurants less crowded late in the night than at lunch time. The contention for limited 

resources can lead to denial of service or an interminable wait time for users. 

 

Traditional approaches to solving the problem include making the resource or service 

reservable, providing the information about the approximate wait time to aid users in 

decision making, distracting people waiting in queues by using televisions or side 

displays. In these approaches, though the help alleviate the problem, do not provide the 

users the flexibility of changing their plans or preferences. For example imagine a user 

who has a reservation in a restaurant. He will have to call the restaurant if he needs a 

change in the reservation time. If there were no reservations available for the new time, 
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he might have to abandon his plans of eating at the restaurant or may have to choose 

another. He may not bother to call, causing the resource to go unused. 

 

Constructing an itinerary and updating it when more than few activities have to be visited 

involves considering the time taken to travel between the activities, the actual time of the 

events, the duration of the activities and the availability of reservations for them. This is 

not a trivial task. Without the help of a decision-making tool the user may spend 

considerable effort in planning and managing the reservations that are components of the 

itinerary. 

 

The above mentioned problems can be alleviated by improving / introducing:  

1) Information Quality – Imagine a person who wants to take part in a ride, and 

discovers that the queue length is too long for her satisfaction when she arrives at 

the ride and is forced to change her plan. Had she known the queue length before, 

she may have chosen not to ride or may have chosen a different ride. 

2) Tradable Reservations – Imagine a person who has bought a ticket for ride A 

and then realizes that the line for ride B has shortened. She may change her plan 

to take part in ride B. If there were another person who would buy the ticket for 

ride A, she could sell her ticket and take part in ride B. Markets for reservation 

would enable the two people to adjust their plans in a mutually satisfactory 

manner. 

3) Planning – Imagine a person whose favorite ride has a long queue. If reservations 

for the ride at a later time are available, by planning ahead the person can buy the 
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reservation and take in part in other activities until the time. For which he has a 

bought a reservation. 

 

The distinguishing characteristics of the environments are: 

• Activities have limited capacity, and their ability to service is measured in terms of 

the capacity of admittance, the frequency of admittance and duration of the activity. 

• The value of participating in an activity for a user is local information and is not 

shared with other users. 

• Some or all of the resources can be reserved ahead of time.  

• The preferences of the users may change because of external factors like hunger. 

 

We propose to provide mobile devices with agent-based interfaces to the users that help 

them plan and manage itineraries. The users have their volition and may choose to 

deviate from the itinerary recommended by the agent. In the following sections we 

explain how the various components of the proposed solution alleviate the problems of 

the domain. 
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 2.2 Mobile devices 
 
Mobile, networked computing devices are handheld devices whose computing power can 

be harnessed by programs running on them. They communicate with each other or with 

servers using wireless networking technology. These devices enable the delivery of 

prioritized, personalized, location based and time sensitive content by the applications 

running on them to the users. For example global positioning satellite (GPS) systems 

hosted on mobile devices have been widely used in navigating vehicles.  The system does 

this by determining the latest position of the vehicle by analyzing information from 

multiple satellites. 

 

In our domain the mobile devices are used to track the position of the users and determine 

the time to reach the various activities and the queue lengths at the various activities. The 

queue-lengths could be changing rapidly and the mobile devices deliver this information 

to the users in real time. This enhances the information quality being delivered to the 

users, helping the users make better decisions. The agents running on these mobile 

devices plan itineraries for the users based on their location at the time of planning and 

current state of the environment. The users of our domain are non-cooperative and 

demand personalized itineraries. 
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2.3 Tradable Reservations 

The users in our environment are provided the ability to buy or sell reservations. A 

marketplace for reservations gives the users the flexibility to adjust their commitments 

when the user change their plans due to changes in the environment, new observations, 

fatigue, changes of preferences or other factors.  

 

A reservation of our domain can be considered as a tuple {i, a, t} which gives the user i 

the right to enter activity a at time t. The allocation of temporal resources is scheduling, 

and in case of our domain, the temporal resources are reservations. Scheduling has been 

dealt extensively in the fields of Operations Research, Industrial Engineering and others. 

A majority of the research in these areas assumes that the schedulers have complete 

information about the value of the candidate schedules.  

 

In the case of our environment the values of the itineraries or schedules are private 

information to the users and there exists no central mediator among the users. Markets 

have been used as mechanism for solving distributed scheduling problems [8]. These 

techniques are most effective when the information is private and decentralized which is 

true in our domain.  
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2.4 Planning 
 

Planning is a technique used when a number of actions that interact in complex ways 

must be executed in a coherent pattern to achieve a goal. 

  

Planning algorithms take as input  

1. a formal description of the world  

2. a description of the goal 

3. a formal description of the possible operators that can be applied. This is called 

domain theory. 

 

The operators are constituted by an action description, one or more pre-conditions, which 

must be true for the operator to be applied, and a set of effects that the operator affects. 

The operators may have durations and may consume / produce resources. 

 

The planning algorithm synthesizes goal directed behavior and involves action selection, 

handling causal dependencies, action sequencing and handling resource allocation. The 

output of planning algorithms is a (possibly partially) ordered sequence of actions, which, 

when executed in any world satisfying the initial state description will achieve the goal. 

For example, in a factory when raw materials and components have to be assembled into 

finished products, planning can be used to determine what assembly steps have to be 

performed and the order in which they have to be performed. 
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In our envisaged application the planner is used to generate itineraries based on the user’s 

preferences and constraints. The planner not only has to figure out which activities have 

to be performed, but also when they must occur. The user’s activities, like visiting an 

attraction or walking between two attractions, could be modeled as operators to the 

planning algorithm and the constraints from both the environment (For example watching 

a video on safety precautions may be required before entering a particular ride) and those 

arising from the user’s preferences and goals (e.g. The user wants to watch the show 

“Beauty and the Beast” or “The adventures of Indiana Jones”, but not both) could be 

modeled within the domain theory. The planning can be done dynamically and the plans 

that are generated can be tailored to the user’s profile, goals and to the current state of the 

environment. 

 

The use of a planner addresses the planning factor and alleviates one of the problems of 

the domain. Another benefit of using a planner within our application is that the 

recommendations for the action can be presented in natural language. Our experiences 

with planners are explained in the section 4.2.1. 

 

2.5 The Big Picture 

As mentioned in the earlier sections, the users of our domain are provided mobile devices 

that hosts software assistants. These assistants help the users plan their itinerary, keeping 

them informed of the changes in the environment and managing the reservations that are 

components of the plans suggested to the user. 
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In typical multi-agent systems the agents are viewed as taskable entities that are assigned 

duties, which they perform on the behalf of the user with little or no user intervention. In 

contrast the agents of our application rely on an alternate form of agent-human 

interaction. The agents run as assistants, directing the users in their activities to be 

performed within the environment, but must also be able to respond to off-plan actions by 

the user. We characterize such agents as Mobile Assistants operating in Resource 

Constrained Environments. 

 

The agent can be thought of as having three components: 

• Discourse component – which interacts with the users to elicit goals and explains 

the planning decisions to the user. 

• Planner – responsible for generating plans to satisfy the user’s goals based on the 

available resources. 

• Trading component – responsible for making reservations that enable the desired 

plan and for adjusting the reservations when the plans change. 
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3 Model  

In this chapter the model used for the simulation is explained. The model captures the key 

elements of the world and serves as a test bed for our experiments to analyze the behavior 

of agents under various conditions. The model was designed by Prado [13]. 

 

We consider a discrete time, finite horizon model of the environment. Time is 

represented by the ordered set {0, 1, 2 …T}, a discrete time interval t, is an element of 

the ordered set. The rest of the model is made up of the environment (the world) and the 

agents (the denizens of the world).  

 

3.1 The Environment 

The environment is the place where the activities are located. It is modeled as a 

connected graph with the nodes representing the activities. The edges between the nodes 

represent the walkways between the activities in the world. The set of all nodes is 

denoted by V and the set of all edges by E. Individual nodes and edges are denoted by v 

and e, respectively. Agents represent the users and the individual agents be denoted by α. 

The set of all agents is denoted by A. 
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3.1.1 Node Attributes 
 

Nodes model the activities of the environment. Their characteristics determine how the 

agents interact with them. The maximum number of agents that can be admitted to an 

activity at the same time is represented by the node’s admittance capacity and is denoted 

by cn.  The duration of the activity is represented by sn. Admission into the nodes is 

periodic starting at t = 0,the time period between two consecutive admissions is 

admittance frequency, denoted fn. All of the characteristics of the nodes cn, sn, fn are 

strictly positive. 

 

The attributes admittance capacity, duration and admittance frequency allow us to model 

a wide variety of activities. They can model activities with short duration, small capacity 

and frequent admittance like rides. We can also model activities like opera, which have 

long duration, large capacity and infrequent admittance, as well as activities like 

restaurants, which might have short duration, large capacity and frequent admittance. 

 

The agents need to determine number of time steps from time t when a particular node 

next admits a group of agents. We denote this by en,t and compute it by  

 

 0    ,  if (t mod fn) = 0 

en,t =     fn – (t – fn)  , otherwise 
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Some or all of the activities can have queues. The queue at node n at time t is represented 

by Qn, t. It is an ordered set of agents waiting in line to enter the attraction. The agents are 

represented by α and the position of agent at time t is denoted by pα,t, which is the node 

where the agent is present or if walking, the link it is on. 

Qn, t = {αU
i

i} for all i, where αi ∈ A, pαi, t = n, agent αi is in queue. 

The queue length, qn,t   is the number of agents waiting in the line to enter the node n at 

time t, and is equal to the cardinality of Qn, t  . The function qn,t (α) represents the number 

of people ahead of α at time t in the queue  Qn,t. 

 

The expected wait time wn,t,, of an agent in the queue of node n with Queue Qn,t is 

denoted by and   

wn,t = (floor [qn,t / cn] * fn) + en,t. 

If the agent is in the queue already, expected wait time is  

wn,t = (floor [qn,t (α) / cn] * fn) + en,t. 

 

The queues are serviced in First In First Out manner FIFO), that is an agent that has 

entered the queue earlier will get a chance to enter the activity first (i.e., if the other 

agents do not have a reservation). If the number of agents who want to enter the activity 

is more than the admission capacity cn. The first cn agents enter the node and the 

remaining (qn - cn ) agents remain in the queue. 
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The edges in the graph represent the walkways, that we call links. The link connects two 

nodes m and n and the associated traversal time is denoted by dm, n , Where m is the 

source node and n is the destination node. If the nodes m and n are not directly 

connected, d m, n is not defined. Also dm, n = dn, m.  

 

The shortest path between two nodes need not be link between the two. The time taken 

for an agent to traverse the shortest path between the nodes m and n is denoted by Dm,n . 

 

3.2 Agents 

Agents simulate people with mobile devices who take part in the activities of the 

environment and as mentioned earlier are denoted by α. 

3.2.1 Agent Attributes 

The attributes of the agent capture its utility for visiting different activities, the number of 

times it has visited the different activities, its current state, and it’s current plan. 

Agent α’s position at time t pα,t is the node where the agent is located at or is walking to. 

The agent’s position at time t is denoted by pα,t , where  α ε A. The agent’s time to finish  

Zα, t   is the amount of time the agent needs to complete its current action. 

  dn,m      ,if agent α enters link n-m 

  sn         ,if the agent α enter the node n  

Zα, t   =             Zα, t   - 1  ,if the agent was performing an action and Zα, t   > 0 

  1  , if the agent chooses to do nothing for the next time step. 

  0  ,otherwise (including standing in line) 
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The agent maintains as history the number of times it has visited each activity. The 

number of times α has partaken in activity by time t is denoted by hα,n,t .  

 0     ,if t = 0, 

hα,n,t  =              hα,n,t-1 + 1    ,if the agent α enters the activity α at time t 

                       hα,n,t-1       ,otherwise. 

 

The agent derives value by visiting activities. The amount of value from visiting a node is 

defined by the agent's utility function. We define it as a function of number of visits of 

the agent to the activity. We have used three kinds of functions. 

 

Figure 3-1 - Utility functions 
 

Figure 3-1 shows the three types of utility functions: (a) utility that is constant, (b) utility 

that decreases linearly with the number of visits and (c) utility that is constant to some 

threshold number of visits, then zero. 

 

We assume that agents are risk-averse and have quasilinear utility for money. They are 

not budget constrained but they have some use for money outside of the environment. 

Agents are utility maximizers and will always follow the plan that gives them the highest 

utility. 
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The accumulated utility of an agent α from time zero until the time t is represented by  

 

Uα,t  =  V∑n ∑      ,,

=

tn

i

αh  

1 α,n(i). 

 

The agents are assumed to be non co-operative and that they do not share information 

with other agents. Nor do they try to predict the actions of other agents. 

3.2.2 Agent Actions  

Walk: An agent can move from a node to another if it is not inside an attraction. Once it 

has decided to walk, it cannot change its action until it has reached the destination of the 

link. All of the agents walk at the same rate and they always use the shortest path. 

 

Enter Queue: An agent can enter the queue of a node if it is present at the node. It has to 

enter the end of the queue. The agent can abandon a queue anytime it wants as long as it 

has not entered the activity. 

 

Enter Activity: When the agent is one of the first cn agents in the front of queue of the 

node n, and the node is admitting users, the agent enters the activity. Alternatively if the 

agent has a reservation for that time then the agent can enter the activity at the next 

admittance time of the node. The amount of time it spends inside is sn. Once it enters the 

activity the agent cannot leave the activity until the completion of the activity. 
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Wait: An Agent may prefer to wait in some place, doing nothing. 

 

3.2.3 Agent Perception 

The perception of agents determines how many nodes can the agent see. We have 

analyzed three options. 

• A myopic agent can see only its current location and the nodes that are directly 

connected to it. 

• A myopic agent with a map can see the queue lengths of its current location and 

the nodes that are directly connected to it. Additionally it can also see the 

geographic location of the other activities but not their queue lengths. By knowing 

the locations of all the activities, and the lengths of edges connecting them, an 

agent can compute how long it would take to walk to that particular activity. 

• A Clairvoyant agent has a map and can see the queue lengths of all the activities. 

 

In Figure 3-2 an agent in node 1 with myopic perception can see the queue lengths of its 

current location (node 1) and its immediate neighbors (nodes 2, 3, 4 and 5), and is 

unaware of the presence of the other nodes. A myopic agent in node 1 that has a map can 

see the queue lengths at the same locations as a myopic agent with no map, but is aware 

of the presence of all the nodes in the environment. While a clairvoyant agent can see the 

queue lengths at all the nodes. 
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Figure 3-2 - Myopic and Clairvoyant Perception
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4 Enhanced Environments 

In this chapter we explain how the enhancements are integrated in to the model. We 

explain the tradable reservations. We then explain the planning algorithm used and our 

experience with planners. 

 

4.1 Tradable Reservations 
 
By utilizing reservations, agents can be guaranteed entrance into an activity without 

waiting in line. A reservation for a node n at time t is denoted by rn,t  . For all the nodes, 

the number of reservations distributed for each admittance time is denoted by rn and will 

be no greater than the admittance capacity, that is 0 ≤ rn ≤ cn. 

 

In the presence of reservations, the expected wait time wn,t  for agents that do not possess 

a reservation is influenced by the fact that other agents could hold reservations for that 

node . The expected wait time for agents that are not in the queue of the node is  

wn,t = (floor [qn,t/(cn – rn)] * fn) + en,t 

and for the agents that are already in the queue then the expected wait time will be. 

wn,t = (floor [qn,t(α)/(cn – rn)] * fn) + en,t. 

 

The reservations that agents possess at the current time are referred to as its endowment, 

and are denoted by Eα,t. During the trading cycle the agent is free to sell reservations that 

are part of is endowment. Reservations that the agent possesses after the trading cycle can 

be used in that time step if applicable or can be kept as part of endowment for the next 

iteration. 
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Reservations can be traded in an electronic marketplace. The market has one auction for 

each possible node and time, where reservations are possible. The market price of a 

reservation for node n at time is denoted πn,t . 

 

4.2 Planning 
 
To harness the advantages of planning mentioned in section 2.5, we reviewed existing 

planning software for a system that could be integrated. Due to the reasons elaborated in 

below we had to implement a problem-solver to simulate the planning. The algorithm 

implemented for the experiments is explained in section 4.2.2 

 

4.2.1 Planners and our experiences 
 
Imagine a user in our resource-constrained environment with tradable reservations. The 

itineraries she can expect from the assistants would be of the form “walk to the incredible 

hulk coaster, wait in the queue until you can enter the ride, participate in the ride, walk to 

the Adventures of the Incredible Spider Man, use the 12 O’clock reservation”. The 

constraints the users could specify would be of the form “visit the dueling dragons before 

the Poseidon’s fury, “visit the Jurassic Park River Adventure if possible to visit the show 

by 3 O’clock”. 

 

We reviewed existing planning software to find a system that would help the agents 

(which are simulating users) plan itineraries, while satisfying the constraints of the kind 
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mentioned above and more. The planners we considered to be integrated in our setup 

were UCPOP[13], IXTeT [10], parcPlan [11], Aspen[7] and O-plan [5]. 

 

Planning and scheduling approaches form a continuum in the problems they solve. 

Planning approaches focus on what actions need to be performed while scheduling 

approaches focus on when the actions need to be performed. The requirements from the 

planner of our proposed solution fall in this continuum. We came across different systems 

that took different approaches to problems of the kind we wanted our planner to solve. 

 

The first planner we investigated was UCPOP (Universal Quantification and Conditional 

Effect Partial Order Planner) [13]. UCPOP operates with actions that have conditional 

effects and universally quantified preconditions and effects. It accepts universally 

quantified goals. This planner was studied to get an initial understanding of planners and 

their features. This planner was not chosen because it had instantaneous actions and did 

not possess the functionality to handle resources and time.  

 

The itinerary that the assistant provides to the user not only has to contain information 

about the actions and their relative order, but also when the actions need to occur. 

Additionally, the itineraries should satisfy the constraints about the resource utilization 

based upon the environment or the user’s preferences. 
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Classical planners like UCPOP focus on determining the actions to be performed and 

their order, focusing on problems like blocks world. They do not consider actions with 

durations, and hence are not sufficient for our requirements. Scheduling systems have 

always been concerned with time and management of resources. They are not particularly 

suited for finding what actions need to be performed and their causal reasoning.  

 

One of the common approaches found in managing resources and time is Constraint 

Satisfaction Programming (CSP) [9]. When given a set of discrete variables, the domains 

of the variables, and the constraints on the specific values a set of variables can take in 

combination, CSP programs find an assignment of values to all variables which respects 

all constraints when possible. This technique, though relevant to our requirements its 

benefits do not outweigh the benefits of using a temporal planners. 

 

Temporal planners consist of a traditional planner plus a temporal constraint reasoner that 

performs temporal reasoning. The temporal reasoner instantiates actions in time from 

causal relations and allocates the resources according to their use and availability. They 

manage temporal information by using Time Point Network (TPN) and Temporal 

Constraint Network (TCN) algorithms to represent time constraints on time points. 
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The temporal planning approach is shown below. 

 

 

Figure 4-1 - Temporal Planning Approach 
 

The planners can be categorized into domain-independent, domain specific and domain 

customizable planners. While domain-independent planners tend to miss the regularities, 

domain specific planners are built from the scratch and they are not too beneficial outside 

of the domain. Customizable planners can be tailored by capturing the domain specific 

information in a formal language.  Of the four temporal planners IXTeT, O-plan, Aspen 

and Parcplan, only IXTeT and O-plan are user customizable.  

 

Another approach we found that was applicable to our requirements was the integrated 

planning and scheduling approach. This approach, unlike the temporal planning approach 

that integrates the planning and scheduling into one system, considers them as two 

separate processes that share data structures with the common information [8].  
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Figure 4-2 - Planning and Scheduling Approach 
 

In this approach the plan generation involves strong communication between the 

planning and scheduling processes. Each time the planning process solves a pre-

condition, adds a new planned action, needs a new resource, changes the ordering of 

actions it informs the scheduling process with all the required information. The scheduler 

updates the ordering of actions or the sequence of utilization of resources when it 

receives the information from the planning process. It informs the planner of any partial 

plans that are invalid and makes recommendations on what resources are available so that 

the planner can incorporate them during plan expansion. The scheduler also recommends 

which partial plan should be expanded; taking into account which plan is less constrained 
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or imposes fewer constraints over resources. The scheduler is contextual and manages 

several alternate plans with complex temporal constraints simultaneously. The scheduling 

process needs to manage a set of constraints that the partial plans contain, as well as 

manage the resources.  

 

We found no available implementations of this integrated approach .The benefits 

provided by the temporal planners were sufficient for us to choose one of them, O-plan 

seemed to meet all of our requirements giving us the ability to manage resources, 

temporal constraints and encoding domain specific information. 

  

O-plan is a conjunctive, temporal and Hierarchical planner. It uses Hierarchical Task 

Network Decomposition for planning. The domain model consists of non-primitive 

actions and schemas to reduce them, which can be encoded in a domain definition 

language called Task Formalism. The idea is that complex plans include identifiable 

structure and that structure can be captured in the form of hierarchies of abstract 

subplans. Planning is done as problem reduction search, where abstract operators 

decompose into partial subplans and these subplans are further reduced till there is a fully 

instantiated plan. 

 

Unfortunately this planner brought along with it a set of problems, which were not 

anticipated by us. The domain definition language did not let us encode reusable 

resources. The system would crash when more than few operators were partially 

instantiated during the course of the planning. To satisfy a pre-condition during planning 
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the algorithm may have a choice from among more than one operator. If so it is required 

to keep in memory a reference to the operator(s) that were not chosen. O-plan would fail 

to keep in memory more than few references and would crash. Most of these problems 

were overcome by introducing hacks like having large number of parameter-less 

operators and by writing operators that would not have too many alternatives. The lisp for 

which the planner was pre-compiled performed very poorly, and programs would take 

almost ten times longer than on other implementations of lisp. The planner could not be 

ported to Windows Operating System where we had an accessible implementation of lisp, 

which was fast and reliable. We explored the option of running the planner on a Linux 

machine communicating with the simulation through socket based communication .The 

lisp which the planner ran on, provided no socket Application Programming Interface and 

we were forced to use wrappers to C code for the same. In spite of our best hacks, the 

planning algorithm failed to provide more than few plans and would crash inadvertently 

when asked to plan further. 

 

After considerable effort trying to adapt O-plan to our needs, we gave up on it. Instead 

we wrote a planning algorithm that encoded some of the functionality we were expecting 

from the planner. Our Algorithm is explained below. 

4.2.2. Planning Algorithm 
 
At each decision point, an agent evaluates its possible actions and selects a plan, denoted 

P that generates the greatest utility among the plans it has searched. Since the number of 

plans an agent may have to consider is high we consider only a sub set of these plans.  
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Suppose agent α is at node m and plans to go to node n. The value of going to node n at 

time t is vα,n(hα,n,t). The total amount of time α would require to complete the activity of 

node n is the time to finish the current activity zα,t at node m, plus the travel time Dm,n, 

plus the time in line wn,t, plus the duration of sn of n. We use a heuristic to compute the 

utility of the plan pm,n to go to node n is the value of the plan per time step: 
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nm
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where t’ = zα,t  +  Dm,n  . 

When using tradable reservations, the price of the reservations πn,t impacts the utility. 

Suppose agent α is at node m and plans to go to node n. In addition to the value of 

visiting the node n, the agent needs to consider the market value of the reservation used, 

if a reservation is used. Thus the utility of plan pm,n  to go to node n is  
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where t’ = zα,t  +  Dm,n  and t’’ = zα,t  +  Dm,n  +  en,t   . 

 

When planning ahead, it is possible that a plan requires more than one reservation. To 

compute the utility of a complex plan P, the agent computes the time required to visit all 

the nodes in the plan and the sum of the values of visiting each of the activities. Let pi 

denote the i-th step of a complex plan P. Let ni denote the activity visited in the step pi. 

Let ti denote the time at completion of the activity at ni. Let h’α,n(p1.p2...pi) denote the 

number of times the agent has visited the node n in the partial plan made of steps p1,p2, 

..pi. 
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The value of visiting node ni in the partial plan made steps p1,p2, ..pi of is  

))...('( 21,,,, intnn ppphhv
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 The time to complete the activity ni 
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if the agent were to stand in the line as per the itinerary and if not it would be 
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It is worth mentioning that the wait time at node for admission time for a later time is 

assumed to be the same as the wait time at node for admission at the current time. 

 

The utility of the plan P consisting of steps p1,p2, ..pi   
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When two plans provide the same utility to an agent the agent selects one according to 

the following rules: 

• Prefer a plan that uses reservations over those that considers going to wait in line. 

• Prefer a plan that uses a reservation that the agent owns has a priority over a plan 

that considers buying reservations 

• Doing nothing has the lowest priority. 

 

The number of plans a planner needs to explore is θ(ki), where k the average number of 

nodes whose queue-lengths are visible from a node and i the number of steps the agent is 

planning ahead. 
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This complexity necessitates the need to prune the search space, we have implemented 

beam-search approach, where at each planning step we reduce the number of paths we 

are exploring to a constant designated by the beam-width. The pseudo-code to search for 

valid plans when there are no constraints (ordering, mutex-group..) is presented in Figure 

4-3. 
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Algorithm: BeamSearch (source, planning-horizon, beam-width) 
  
Initialize plans → φ, plan-step → 1 

while plan-step ≤  planning-horizon 

if plan-step = 1  

start-node → source 

start-time → (TimeToFinish start-node) 

for partial-plan in (FindPartialPlans start-node start-time) do 

plans → plans ∪  partial-plan 

       endfor   

     else 

 for plan in plans do 

 start-node → (LastNodeInPlan plan) 

  start-time → (TimeToCompleteActivity start-node) 

   for partialPlan in (FindPartialPlans start-node start-time)1 
do 

plans → plans ∪  partial-plan 

   endfor 

  endfor 

endif 

 plans → (FindBestPlans plans  beam-width) 

endwhile 

 return plans 

 

 

Figure 4-3 - Planning Algorithm 
 

                                                 
1  The functions finds all partial plans that includes that are visible from start-node, subject to any 
constraints 
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5 The Market Mechanism 

 
General Equilibrium Theory provides a set of sufficient conditions that ensure the 

existence of equilibrium prices and the pareto optimality of the supported allocation. 

[12]. The exchange economy defined by agents in our model does not satisfy the 

conditions of the First Welfare Theorem. Because the goods are discrete, the scenario 

does not satisfy the condition that preferences be convex. Further with the increase in 

planning horizon, the agents construct plans that include complementary reservations, 

which violates the gross substitutes condition. The presence of these two violations may 

prevent the markets from converging. The auction that we have used has been 

manipulated to improve convergence at the expense of optimality. The market 

mechanism used was the developed by Prado[13]. 

 

5.1 Auction Rules 
 
An auction is a mechanism used to exchange goods between the buyers and sellers. 
 
The reservations are traded in k-double auctions where k = ½ .We assume that agents bid 

truthfully and state their actual willingness to pay for the reservations. We also assume 

that the agents act competitively and take the prices announced at  face value. 

 

In accordance with the standard Mth and (M +1)th  price rules the price quote is generated. 

The buy and sell bids are sorted and the Mth and (M+1)th  highest bids are identified, 

where M is the number of sell offers. These prices delineate range of prices that will 

balance the supply and demand. The Mth price is the ask quote, πask, and the (M+1)th price 

is the bid quote πbid[15].
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New quotes are computed after all the bids have been received and are communicated to 

the agents. The agents can update their bids in response to the new prices. The auction 

will reach equilibrium when no agent wants to change its bids for the current prices of the 

reservations. 

 

Leon Walras suggested that the process of receiving bids, announcing price quotes and 

allowing the users to adjust their bids, called Walrasian tatonnement would lead to 

equilibrium, the condition when no user wants to change his bid. An algorithm is shown 

in [3]. 

 

When markets fail to reach equilibrium, the auctioneer introduces an error in the utility 

computed by the agents by manipulating the price quotes. Convergence failure occurs 

when there is no price vector that makes all the agents keep their bids unchanged. The 

market modifies the prices announced by adding ε to the πask and subtracting ε to πbid . 

This would make the reservations less attractive to both the sellers and the buyers by 

decreasing the expected utility of trading. If the market still fails to converge ε is 

increased and the process repeated again. This would eventually cause the announced 

prices to reach values where no agent wishes to place a new bid, which is called 

quiescence, but in doing so the market sacrifices social efficiency. This is because some 

potential trades are not found. 

 

The markets are cleared after reaching quiescence. The exchange price is determined by 

using k = ½, which is the middle point between the bid and ask quotes. All the sellers 
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with bids below the exchange price will sell, and all the buyers with bids above the 

exchange price will buy. The sellers exchange the reservations to the buyers in return for 

money, equal to the exchange price. Because the goods are identical the details of who 

exchanges with whom are not important. 

 

5.2 Bidding 
 
 
The first step in determining the agent’s bids for the reservations is to determine the 

utility of the plan of which the reservations are components In addition to bidding 

truthfully, the agents pessimistically use the ask and bid quotes instead of using the k = ½ 

transaction prices. 

 

The plans that the agents generated are sorted based on the utility. The highest utility is 

denoted by u and the next highest utility by . Let V be the average value of 

the plan and  be the price of the reservation used in the plan with the highest utility. 

Similarly V and  represent the valuation and the price of the reservation used in the 

second highest utility plan. 

tp*,,α

*pπ

'p

tpu ,',α
*p

'pπ

 

The value that agent α has for reservation r is the amount that would make it indifferent 

from the best alternative. To compute a bid bα,n,t , for a reservation r that is a part of the 

best plan, the agent compares the plan with the next best plan. The agent is indifferent 

when =  .  tpu *,,α tpu ,',α
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Therefore  

*pV - = V -  *pπ
'p 'pπ

*pπ  = V - (V  – ) *p 'p 'pπ

Thus a truthful agent would bid bα,n,t = V
*p - (V  – ). If r ∈ E'p 'pπ α,t , α is willing to sell 

r as long as it receives at least bα,n,t . If r is not in α’s endowment α is willing to pay at 

most bα,n,t to add r to its plan. 

 

 Bids for reservations in other plans are assessed in the same manner. Let u be the 

utility of a plan. The agent would again find the indifference point where u = . It 

follows that  

tp ,,α

tp ,,α tpu ,',α

*pV - = V  -  *pπ
'p 'pπ

*pπ  = V - (V  – ) *p 'p 'pπ

And the truthful bid bα,n,t =  V
*p - (V  – ) 'p 'pπ

 

5.2.1 Bidding in Multiple Markets 
 

When plans involve more than one activity. It is difficult to ascribe the value of a plan to 

the component reservations. The following heuristic is used to ascribe the value to the 

component reservations. Let P* denote the plan with the highest utility. Let πothers
* denote 
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the sum of market prices of all other reservations required in plan P*. The amount an 

agent can bid for a reservation in the plan P* can be calculated as below: 

 

tpu *,,α =  tpu ,',α
 

*pV - - = V  -  *pπ
*p

othersπ
'p 'pπ

*pπ =  V *p - - V  -  
*p

othersπ
'p 'pπ

The truthful bid will be bα,n,t  =  V - V  - -  *p 'p 'pπ
)t',(n'  t)(n, *P 

planin  used 't n'

≠

∑
r πn’t’  

 

All the agents will place their bids: buy bids for reservations they don’t have and sell bids 

for reservations that they have. If an agent holds a reservation that it cannot use, it will 

offer to sell the reservation for 0. 

 

5.3 Finding Equilibrium 
 
 
The next step will be to compute the prices that balance supply and demand. To do that k-

double auctions rules are applied. New quotes are computed after all bids have been 

received and communicated to the agents. Agents can change their bids considering the 

new prices. 

 

The auction will reach quiescence when no agent wants to change his bids, given the 

current prices of the reservations.
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6 Simulator 

 
The simulator has the following main functions, a set of functions that create scenarios 

and agents with random characteristics and a function that executes the simulation, 

allowing the agents to interact with each other and with the environment. 

 

6.1 Creating a Problem Instance 
 
The program to create a random problem receives the following information: 
 

• Number of nodes 

• Number of agents 

• Number of time steps 

Then the program populates the nodes, links and agents by selecting values randomly 

chosen from a uniform distribution according to parameters. The parameters used are: 

• The range of values for maximum capacity of admittance cn, time spent sn, 

admittance frequency fn, distance dm,n, the initial value for each node for each 

agent Vα,n(0) and the type of utility function of each agent. 

• The percentage of all the possible links that are to be added to the model, in 

addition to the minimum number of links added to ensure that the graph is 

connected. 

• The percentage of the total capacity of each node that will be reservable rn . 

 

Reservations for nodes are distributed randomly among the agents once the nodes and 

agents are created. Lists, which represent the execution order for each time step, are 
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created. They also are used to determine the order in which ties are broken when 

agents reach a node at the same time. 

 

6.1.1 Creating a Problem Instance with Connected Islands  
 
This program has all the parameters of the program of the previous section and also an 

additional parameter that denotes the size of  “islands” of nodes. The program randomly 

divides the nodes in the graph into groups of size equal to the island size parameter. Each 

of these groups can be thought as of forming an island. The program adds links in such a 

way that nodes within these islands are connected to all others in the same island. The 

program also adds enough links to ensure that the graph is connected. This captures 

environments where the some of the activities are near each other forming strongly 

connected groups that in turn are connected to other groups in the environment. 

6.1.2 Creating a Problem Instance with Ordering Constraints   
 

This program imparts the ordering constraints into a subset of the agents of the model. 

The ordering constraints are an ordered sub-set of the nodes, which the agents visit in 

turn. For example if the ordered sub-set is {0, 4, 7}. The order of visiting these nodes by 

an agent bound by the constraint would be 0, 4, 7, 0, . . In between visiting these nodes, 

the agent is free to visit other nodes. This models the activities of the environment that 

need to be visited in order (for e.g. watching a video at activity A may be beneficial 

before visiting activity B). This program has all the parameters of the program that 

imparts no constraints and also two additional parameters  

• The percentage of agents that are bound by the ordering constraints. 
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• The cardinality of the ordered sub-set of the nodes that constitutes the ordering 

constraints.  

 

The simulation would randomly choose from the set of nodes an ordered sub-set that a 

group of agents would visit in the manner explained earlier in the section. The group of 

agents itself is chosen by picking the percentage of agents from the set of agents in the 

model. The cardinalities of these two groups are determined by the values of the 

parameters to the function introduced in this section. 

6.1.3 Creating a Problem Instance with Mutex Groups  
 
This program imparts the group constraints into the agents. The grouping constraints for 

an agent can be defined as a group of nodes that the agent would not visit during the 

course of the simulation. The program represents an environment where some of the 

nodes would be most likely to be visited by a set of people and not by others. This 

program has all the parameters of the program that imparts no constraints and also 

additional parameters that denote the number of groups and cardinality of the groups that 

make up the group constraints .The program creates mutually exclusive sub-groups of 

nodes, which implement the group constraints. The agents in the program are randomly 

linked to one of the groups whose members the agents will not visit. Some of the agents 

may not be linked to any of the groups (i.e., the agents are not refrained from visiting any 

nodes). 
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6.2 Parameters of the Simulation 
 
 
The parameters that can be specified that can be change the behavior of the simulation 

are: 

• Agent perception (myopic – myopic with map - clairvoyant) 

• Planning horizon (number of steps to plan ahead) 

• Enable / disable distribution of reservations 

• Enable / disable trading of reservations 

• Enable / disable non-random distribution of reservations 

• Enable / disable the enforcement of ordering constraints  

• Enable / disable the enforcement of “mutex group” constraints 

 

6.3 Running the Simulation 
 

The main loop of the simulation is shown in figure 6.1. First the simulation is initialized. 

Then each agent generates his plan and, if trading is enabled, negotiates in the market by 

bidding truthfully. The first step of the plan that generates the maximum utility to the 

agent is executed and the loop is repeated. 
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Figure 6-1 - Main Loop of Simulation 
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6.3.1 Initialize Simulation 
 

When the simulation starts, the problem instance is loaded from the memory. The 

minimum distances Dm,n  and the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes are computed 

using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [6]. Each agent is randomly positioned next to an 

activity. 

6.3.2 Generate Plans 
 

For each agent, the possible plans are generated. These plans generated contain only the 

subset of the nodes in the perception scope (the nodes that are visible to the agent from its 

current location) it is allowed to visit1, with the exception being the myopic agents with a 

map, which guesses the queue length at nodes that are not directly connected to the node 

it is currently present at. The plans can consider the reservations the agent currently 

possesses or that it can buy. Plans may also consider doing nothing at any time step. The 

agent computes the value of each plan while taking in to consideration the queues and 

availability of reservations. 

6.3.3 Negotiation 
 
The agents bid truthfully their marginal value, according to the extra utility they would 

earn if winning the auction. After the bids are received from the agents, the auction 

mechanism computes the new prices. This process is repeated until quiescence is 

achieved. 

 

                                                 
1 The constraints on the agents may prevent the agents from visiting some of the nodes in perception scope 
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6.3.4 Execution 
 
The agents choose the plan that gives them the highest utility taking into consideration 

their current endowment. If the agent is walking to a node or riding, the activity cannot be 

interrupted and nothing is done. If an agent wants to visit a node that it is not presently at, 

it walks to the next node in the shortest path to reach the destination node. 

 

The simulator executes the plans of agents in a random order. This order breaks the ties 

when more than one agent reaches the same node at the same time. The randomization 

ensures that no agent is always preferred over the others. 

 

When an agent reaches a node, he gets into the line, if one present or goes directly to the 

front if he owns a reservation for that time period. If the agent reaches a node before the 

time of the reservation, it might be required to wait till the admittance time of the node. 

When all of the agents have finished executing their plans, the queues of the nodes are 

processed. The first cn agents are admitted into the attraction if the node is admitting at 

that time. The group of agents that would enter the attraction includes the agents that 

have a reservation for that time. If the reservable capacity is not used, additional agents 

from the queue are allowed entry. 
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6.3.5 Increment Time 
 
This process is invoked at the end of a simulated time step. The time is incremented and 

if the number of time steps has not exceeded the duration of the simulation, the next time 

step is simulated 

 

6.4 Test Scenarios 
 
 
Three variations in the behavior of the simulator were studied: 
 
 
No Trading, No reservation - No reservations are distributed and there are no reservations 

for any nodes and hence no trading. 

 

No Trading, Random Reservations - Reservations are distributed to agents randomly at 

the beginning of the simulation. No trading is allowed thereafter. 

 

Trading, Reservations – Reservations are initially distributed for free, the agents are free 

to trade them once the assignment is done.
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7 Experiments and Results. 

 
Several experiments were performed using the simulator.  
 
Test Case 1: 
 
For our first set of experiments, the range of values for each of the parameters used were: 
 

• Initial value of agent α entering each node vα,n  in [50, 10000] 

• Maximum capacity of admittance cn in [1, 3] 

• Time inside sn in [1, 3] 

• Distance dm,n in [1, 3] 

• Admittance Frequency fn in [1, 3] 

• Links 5% 

• Linear utility function vα,n (x) = vα,n (0) * (1 – bx), with b in [0.2, 0.7] 

 

The problem instance has 10 nodes, 100 agents and 100 time steps. The graph of the 

environment is presented in Figure 7.1. The attributes of the nodes are presented in table 

7.1 .The total capacity is 12.77 agents per time step. The links 0-2, 1-8, 2-4, 2-5 and 7-9 

have dm,n = 1. The links 0-1, 2-3 and 2-8 have dm,n = 2 and the links 0-7 and 2-6 have  

dm,n = 3. 
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Table 7.1 - Attributes of the nodes 
 
Node 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

fn 4 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 3 1 

cn 2 1 1 2 2 1 3 2 1 3 

sn 3 2 3 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1 - Graph of the first problem instance 

 

We measured the social welfare under the three test scenarios described in section 6.4 

with clairvoyant perception and with tradable reservations for myopic agents and myopic 

agents with map. The simulations were run with varying levels of planning horizon 
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(1 to 8 plan steps), By plan step we refer to the node the agent wants to visit. 
 
Test case 2 : 
 
For our experiment with ordering constraints a problem instance was created with the 

following parameters 

 
• Initial value of agent α entering each node b, vα,n  in [50, 10000] 

• Maximum capacity of admittance cn in [1, 3] 

• Time inside sn in [1, 3] 

• Distance dm,n in [1, 3] 

• Admittance Frequency fn in [1, 5] 

• Links 10% 

• Linear utility function vα,n (x) = vα,n (0) * (1 – bx), with b in [0.2, 0.7] 

• Number of nodes to be visited in order: 3 

• Percentage of the agents who need abide to ordering constraints: 50 

 

The problem instance has 10 nodes, 100 agents and 200 time steps. All of the nodes have 

their admittance capacity as 3 and have 100 % durable capacity. The graph of the 

environment is presented in Figure 7.2. The attributes of the nodes are presented in table 

7.2 . The links 0-1, 2-7, 2-6 and 4-5 have dm,n = 1. The links 0-3, 0-5, 2-4 and 3-6 have 

dm,n = 2 and all the other the links have dm,n = 3. 
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Figure 7.2 - Problem instance for the ordering experiments 

 

Test case 3: 

 

For our experiment with group constraints a problem instance was created with the 

following parameters 

 
• Initial value of agent α entering each node b, vα,n  in [50, 10000] 

• Maximum capacity of admittance cn in [1, 3] 

• Time inside sn in [1, 3] 
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• Distance dm,n in [1, 3] 

• Admittance Frequency fn in [1, 5] 

• Links 10% 

• Linear utility function vα,n (x) = vα,n (0) * (1 – bx), with b in [0.2, 0.7] 

• Number of groups of nodes: 3 

• Number of nodes in each group: 3 

 

The problem instance has 9 nodes, 100 agents and 100 time steps. All of the nodes have 

their admittance capacity as 3 and have 100 % reservable capacity. The graph of the 

environment is presented in Figure 7.3. The attributes of the nodes are presented in table 

7.3. The link 0-2 has dm,n = 1. The links 1-3, 8-5 and 3-4 have dm,n = 3 and all the other 

the links have dm,n = 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.3 - Problem instance for the grouping constraints 
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7.2 Results 
 
The results of the simulation of the first problem instance are shown in Table 7.2. For 

each type of simulation, the utility and percentage of reservations used by the agents is 

presented. Each point in the graph of Figure 7.4 corresponds to the social welfare of the 

agents in an experiment. Each line corresponds to different set of parameters used in the 

simulations. From the Figure 7.4 we can observe that the social welfare of the agents 

increases along with planning horizon for the three scenarios of clairvoyance.  

 

From Figure 7.5 we can observe that it does so for the myopic agents which posses a map 

in the presence of tradable reservations. These agents can only perceive the queue lengths 

at their current location and nodes adjacent to their current location. The agents guess the 

queue lengths at nodes whose queue lengths are not perceivable from the agent’s current 

location. The social welfare for myopic agents without maps does not really increase or 

decrease beyond a certain threshold with or without reservations. The same is the case of 

myopic agents with maps in the absence of reservations. 

 

Figure 7.6 shows the queue lengths of three of the nodes for clairvoyant agents with 

tradable reservations. We can observe that the queue length for the node 2 decreases 

steadily in the latter half of the simulation. While the queue size of node 4 is zero for a 

major part of the simulation, and the queue length at node 0 fluctuates throughout the 

simulation.  
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Table 7.4 presents the results of our second set of experiments. Each line in Figure 7.7 

represents a different problem instance of the type explained in section 6.1.1 with islands 

of different sizes. Like in the previous experiment each point represents the social 

welfare. It is visible from the graph that the social welfare of agents does not decrease for 

planning horizon beyond the average number of nodes that each node is connected to. 

(i.e. for the problem instance with size of the “islands” as 6, the utility is non-decreasing 

for planning horizon up to 5). 

 

The observations mentioned in the previous sections can be explained as below. Plans of 

longer horizon would calculate utility of visiting nodes over a larger span of time. The 

planning algorithm becomes less greedy and more sophisticated with increase in planning 

horizon. In the case of clairvoyant agents the increase in planning horizon would provide 

better plans 

 

The graph used for the first set of experiments is a sparsely connected graph. In the case 

of myopic agents the dynamics of the environment are heavily influenced by the graph’s 

geography. In case of the problem instance the contention for “hubs” or nodes that are 

connected to large number of nodes like 2, 8, 0 is high because they would be visible to a 

larger number of agents, while partaking of nodes like 9 and 3 is dependent upon the 

“hubs” they are connected to like 2 and 7. The influence of the geography of the system 

shadows the effects of changing the planning horizon. 
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Myopic agents that possess a map guess queue lengths at nodes that are not directly 

connected to the current location of the agents. By doing so they try to avoid the 

congested nodes that are in their perception. The social welfare for a group of these 

agents is similar to that of the clairvoyant agents in the presence of tradable reservations. 

 

In our model the value an agent derives from visiting a node would be no better than the 

value of visiting it the previous time. If the planning horizon were more than the number 

of nodes connected to the current location of the agent, then the plans would consider 

visiting at least one of these nodes more than once. If the plans do not consider 

reservations for the nodes then they are unlikely to provide higher utility. Because the 

perception of agents is likely to change frequently having a planning horizon greater than 

the number of nodes connected to the agent’s present location is detrimental in the case 

of myopic agents. 

 

The results of our experiments with myopic agents without trading shows that with 

increase in planning horizon, the social welfare does not necessarily improve for myopic 

agents with maps similar to myopic agents without maps, this is because the limited 

vision leads to choosing plans which may not be the best and lack of trading does not let 

the agents change their plans as easily as it is in the presence of tradable reservations. 

  

The queue length at node 4 in Figure 7.6 is zero for a major part of the simulation. The 

number of agents who visited this node is 136 in our experiment. The presence of 

clairvoyance helped in the effective utilization of this node while maintaining negligible 
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queue length. The queue length at node 2 decreases at a steady rate during the latter half 

of the simulation. The agents who see the queue length do not enter the queue as the 

queue length is big enough that unless some of the agents in the queue at that node 

abandon the queue, there is no possibility for the other agents to partake the activity at the 

node, there were not many agents which abandoned the queues and the queue length at 

node 2 decreased in a systematic manner. Node 1 has frequent admissions and low 

capacity of admittance; this results in not many agents being serviced. This causes heavy 

demand for that node, unlike node 2 where the queue length decreases in a steady rate, 

the queue lengths fluctuate. Most of the agents who had perceived the queue length 

before starting the travel to the node, found the queue length to be longer than it was 

when they arrived and changed their plans, but there were so many agents which 

contended for this node, the flow of agents to this node never ceased and the queue length 

didn’t stabilize like in the case of 2. These results show that though clairvoyance benefits 

the social welfare, it alone cannot prevent undue plan changes. 

 

In our experiments with ordering constraints half of the agents abide by the constraint to 

visit nodes n1, n2 and n3 in an ordered manner. (i.e. After visiting n1, the agents should 

visit n2 and n3 in that order before visiting n1 again. They repeat this process until the end 

of the simulation). We observe from the results that this requirement creates an eddy 

involving the three nodes. Agents that enter the eddy almost always visit all or most the 

nodes in the eddy. The results of the experiments can be found in Table 7.5. Each entry in 

the Table 7.5 denotes the number of times when the agents, satisfying ordering 

constraints visited node denoted by the column after the node denoted by the row. Figure 
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7.8 shows information as a graph where the z-co-ordinate of every point denotes the 

number of times the agents have visited the node represented by the y co-ordinate 

immediately after visiting the node represented by the x co-ordinate. We can see that 

agents visited node 9 immediately after visiting node 1 twenty six times and visited node 

7 immediately after visiting node 9 twenty six times.  

 

The creation of the eddy can be explained as follows. Initially when agents, which are 

bound by ordering constraints, plan ahead, the plans they generate would not contain all 

but one of the nodes from the ordered node list representing the constraint, n1. Eventually 

a couple of these agents would procure the reservations and once they have visited they 

would see that the reservations for the node which is next in the ordered list representing 

the constraint, n2 is cheap due to the lack of demand for it (because the other agents 

bound by the ordering constraints refrain from bidding for this node). When these agents 

are done visiting the node n2 they would find the demand for n3 low and would visit n3. 

The agents that were at n1 would find little contention for the reservations for n2 and 

would visit n2. This process would repeat for all the nodes that abide to the ordering 

constraint. Even if the nodes n1, n2 and n3 are not immediate neighbors as is the case in 

our experiment they tend to visit in order immediately. The results were found to be 

similar when reservable capacity of the nodes is varied between no reservations and full 

reservable capacity. Each entry in the Table 7.3 denotes the number of times when the 

agents, satisfying ordering constraints visited node denoted by the column after the node 

denoted by the row. 
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In our experiments with group constraints we assign a parameter, which determines 

number of groups nodes and their assignment to agents. For example if the number of 

groups were two and the number of nodes in each of the groups was chosen to be three, 

the simulation would form two groups g1, with members n11, n12 and n13 and g2, with 

members n21, n22 and n23 respectively. The agents themselves would be divided into three 

categories AG1, AG2 and AG3. Agents assigned to group AG1 would not visit members of 

the group g1, agents assigned to group AG2 would not visit the nodes of group g2, and the 

agents belonging to group AG3 would generate plans that consider visiting all of the 

nodes in the environment. 

 

Let g3 denote the nodes that are part of the graph and not members of both g1 and g2 i.e. 

g3 = G – (g1 ∪ g2), where G is the graph. From the results we can observe that the agents 

belonging to group AG1 would visit nodes from the groups g2 and g3. While the agents of 

the group AG2 would visit nodes from the groups g1 and g3.  The agents from the group 

AG3 would first visit the nodes from the groups, g1 and g2 with these visits interspersed 

with visits to some nodes of group g3 and then the nodes of group g3. This process would 

repeat. The behavior of agents of the groups AG1 and AG2 is an obvious consequence of 

the constraints they are trying to satisfy. The constraints would reduce the demand at 

nodes of groups, g1 and g2, this would cause the agent of AG3 to plan for them ahead of 

nodes from g3.  Although the lack in demand in nodes of g1 and g2 results in shorter lines, 

the agent may get more value by visiting some nodes from g3. This is the reason why we 

observe the interspersing of the nodes of group g3, when the agents are done visiting 

nodes of g1 and g2, they would then visit the nodes of g3 as their value of visits the nodes 
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of g1 and g2 would have decreased. The order of visiting the nodes is more controlled by 

the grouping of the nodes in the constraint rather than to actual geographical locations of 

the nodes.  

 

We also found from our experiments that the social welfare of the system does not 

change from that of the system when the agents of the systems did not abide to the group 

constraints. This is because the behavior is governed by the clairvoyance. As long as the 

agents can perceive the queue lengths at different nodes, they can generate plans that take 

them to the nodes and partake those activities. 
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Table 7.2 - Results of First Problem instance- Clairvoyant Simulation 

Table7.3 - Results of First Problem instance- Myopic Simulation 
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No Trading, No Reservation, 
Clairvoyance 

No Trading, Random 
reservation, Clairvoyance 

Tradable reservations, 
Clairvoyance 

Planning 
Horizon 

Utility % Rsv used Utility % Rsv used Utility % Rsv used 
1 48756188  48904396   2 49188092 22.5
2 50842632  51019080    9.5 50613052 31.5
3 51585780  51709608    8 51866592 40.5
4 51899820  51765180    6 52020940 48
5 51976472  51984592    7.5 52209372 45
6 51880220  52392092    6.5 52148972 44
7 52108008  52228348    8 52232864 45
8 51906232  52099780    10.5 52520824 43.5

Tradable reservations, 
Myopic agents 

Tradable reservations, 
Myopic agents with maps 

No reservations 
Myopic agents 

No reservations 
Myopic agents, 

with maps 

Planning 
Horizon 

Utility % Rsv used Utility % Rsv used Utility % Rsv used Utility % Rsv used 

1 41559144    10.5 48916456 26.5 41926764  44756468  
2 44976312    25.5 50891432 28.5 45538460  45627756  
3 43474384    29 51704400 41 43778320  43550468  
4 46213884    34 52107740 46 44045468  43662448  
5 43858868    25 51990984 47.5 43083156  43132892  
6 42804340    25 51956592 50 43002460  43337760  
7 44161836    13.5 52150616 48.5 45455388  43606900  
8 43729140    10 52112652 45 43367044  43422812  
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Figure 7.4 - First Problem Instance – Utility vs. Planning Horizon with clairvoyant agents (40% Reservable Capacity) 
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Figure 7.5 - First Problem Instance- Utility vs. Planning Horizon with Myopic Agents(40% Rsv Capacity) 
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Figure 7.6 - First problem instance- Clairvoyance Trading- Queue Size over time
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Table 7.4 - Results of second experiment 

 

Model with islands of size 3 Model with islands of size 6 Model with islands of size 12 Planning 
Horizon Utility % of Rsv Utility % of Rsv Utility % of Rsv 

1 38819676      32.08 47590572 42.02 46879096 41.86
2 39086948      37.11 48561000 44.68 47912204 69.19
3 38601336      45.91 48357348 43.62 47832076 77.33
4 37648648      42.77 48330508 39.36 47847728 77.33
5 38026604      33.96 47910844 38.3 47910344 80.23
6 38473572      32.7 47426260 42.02 47970084 75.58
7 38819676      32.08 48272220 35.04 47457176 80.23
8 47941088 81.98
9 47935448 83.72
10 48230468 80.81
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Figure 7.7 - Second experiment – Utility vs. Planning Horizon (40% Reservable capacity) 
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Table 7.5 - Results of ordering constraints 

 

Predecessor 
/ Successor  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 

0 9          4 4 16 11 8 7 0 7 2

1 7          0 2 2 3 2 7 0 2 27

2 6          5 0 6 7 4 10 2 4 1

3 13          5 12 4 7 6 7 5 3 2

4 12          11 5 6 3 2 7 2 5 3

5 8          7 2 8 5 1 5 1 8 2

6 5          4 6 8 8 9 0 2 4 6

7 3          7 1 2 5 8 1 0 3 0

8 4          6 6 3 6 4 6 0 2 1

9 2          0 5 3 1 0 1 26 1 0
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Figure-7.8 Results of ordering constraints 
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8 Related Work 

There has not been too much work into the study of mobile assistants. One such project is 

the Electric Elves [1]. It is different from our application in that it is focused on 

facilitating the coordination of a group of people working together. While in the case of 

our application the agents are non-cooperative. The Trading Agent competition is a 

framework for studying trading strategies in a marketplace where the agents are 

managing a supply chain. The constraints on the model are significantly different from 

the model we have used. There has been other work done on market based scheduling  

[14, 4]. The constraints on the models differ from the model presented here.
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9 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this thesis we using a formal model of a common, multi-agent coordination problem in 

which agents are non co-operative and resources are limited. Through simulation, we 

have experimented with the performance of the social system when the resources are 

reservable, and when agents can trade the reservations in a marketplace. We found that 

increase in planning horizon increases the social welfare, but the benefits of planning 

ahead depends upon the configuration of the system. We also observed the behavior of 

the system when some of the agents try to satisfy different kind of constraints. 

 

We could not integrate the planner in to our agent because of various difficulties we ran 

into with the systems explored. We plan to modify a planning system to closely interact 

with the trading component. Integrating a classical planning system into a market based 

allocation mechanism is vastly unexplored topic. This integration is also a part of the 

future work.
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